The Snow Baby A True Story with True Pictures

By Josephine Diebitsch Peary

CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform. Paperback. Book Condition: New. This item is printed on demand. Paperback. 84 pages. Dimensions: 11.0in. x 8.5in. x 0.2in. A review from Kindergarten Review, Volume 12: Many young children have become so well acquainted with Agoonack, the typical little Eskimo girl, that they are prepared to give an understanding welcome to this true story of the Peary baby, with its pictures taken from life and from the scenes described. The welcome will not be regretted upon further acquaintance with the book, for it tells a happy, graphic story of the Snow Babys life in the northern land that will fascinate many a child reader. Through sympathetic interest, first in little Marie in the strange country with its long night, and then in Billy-bahthe twelve-year-old Eskimo girl who came to America on a visit in the (to her) strange country of short days and short nights, the children will gain much more than the geographical knowledge which this book gives them so vividly. Whoever reads The Snow Baby aloud for a childs pleasure, will find himself reading for his own pleasure, too, before many leaves have been turned. The profuse supply of pictures and the clear black print...
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Reviews

Absolutely essential go through publication. This can be for all who statte there was not a worthy of looking at. Its been printed in an remarkably basic way and it is just right after i finished reading this book through which in fact altered me, modify the way i think.
-- Dr. Haskell Osinski

Basically no phrases to clarify. It really is writter in straightforward phrases rather than hard to understand. You will not sense monotony at any moment of your own time (that’s what catalogues are for concerning if you ask me).
-- Doris Beier
Other Books

The Whale Tells His Side of the Story Hey God, I've Got Some Guy Named Jonah in My Stomach and I Think I'm Gonna Throw Up
B&H Kids. Hardcover. Book Condition: New. Cory Jones (Illustrator). Hardcover. 32 pages. Dimensions: 9.1in. x 7.2in. x 0.3in. Oh sure, well all heard the story of Jonah and the Whale a hundred times. But have we heard it from the perspective of the...

Eagle Song
Puffin
Chapters
Puffin. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Dan Andreasen (Illustrator). Paperback. 80 pages. Dimensions: 7.6in. x 4.9in. x 0.3in. A contemporary middle grade story about confronting bullying and prejudice. Danny Bigtrees family has moved to Brooklyn, New York, and he just can't seem to fit...

The Mystery at Motown
Carole Marsh
Mysteries
Carole Marsh Mysteries. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Randolyn Friedlander (Illustrator). Paperback. 32 pages. Dimensions: 11.1in. x 8.7in. x 0.0in. When you purchase the Library Bound mystery you will receive FREE online eBook access! Carole Marsh Mystery Online eBooks are an easy, effective, and...

Absolutely Lucy #4
Lucy on the Ball
A Stepping Stone
BookTM
Random House Books for Young Readers. Paperback. Book Condition: New. David Merrell (Illustrator). Paperback. 112 pages. Dimensions: 7.4in. x 5.1in. x 0.4in. Ilene Cooper's fourth story of a boy and his beagle takes Bobby and Lucy into the wild playing fields of grade-school...

Viking Ships At Sunrise
Magic Tree House, No. 15
Random House Books for Young Readers. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Sal Murdocca (Illustrator). Paperback. 96 pages. Dimensions: 7.4in. x 4.9in. x 0.2in. Jack and Annie are ready for their next fantasy adventure in the bestselling middle-grade series! the Magic Tree House! Beware of Vikingswarns...

Animalogy: Animal Analogies
Sylvan Dell Publishing. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Cathy Morrison (Illustrator). Paperback. 32 pages. Dimensions: 9.8in. x 8.4in. x 0.4in. Compare and contrast different animals through predictable, rhyming analogies. Find the similarities between even the most incompatible animals...